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Whom it concerns 
like to recommend Ms. DiJek NclsolluS a teaching candidat_.

ilek had been a student in my Fall 2007 Writing for Business and The Prolessions course that is
offered by Rutgers University's prestigious Writing Program. The purpose of this capstone
e is to encourage students to develop and defend a specific project proposal, which .
upported by academic research, so as to add to the current paradigm of their field and thus to
begin developing a unique professional profile [or themselves. Therefore, the proposal can be
considered a baccalaureate thesis. In addition to the presentation of research, components of
these proposals include budgeting, project scheduling, contingencies, and the predictive
modeling of results. Dilek bad successfully developed a proposal for a renting website where
tenants and landlords could rate each other (io the manner of eBay) and which also included
lIrren! local rentals and other information relevant to both parties. I had recognized the thorough
substantiation ofDilek's plan by her use of appropriate research sources, her exceptional writing
ability, and her lise of logical argument and persuasion. Her accompanying oral defense was
clearly executed and articulate. Dilek's continual concern for excellence earned a cWDulativ
course OPA of3.9] /4.0, placing her 2 nd in a class of22 students.
ilek has been double-majoring in Mathematics and in Computer Science. Her abiljty to
successfully handle this work-load is consistent with my perception of the general congeniality
and self-motivation that allows her to execute tasks with elegance and entbusi
I hope that you recognize that Dilek's concern for excellence, her congeniality and enthusiasm,
her ~df-motivation, and her diligence in presenting written and oral material clearly
persuasively, are all indicative of her future success as a t
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